Research & Analysis Reports
Commercial operations are sensitive to changing political, social, economic and
security realities. Henderson Risk Limited provides high-quality, individually-tailored
products to support and guide our clients in the commercial decision-making process,
with an emphasis on the emerging and high risk markets.
Our in-house team is supported by a network of

can affect travel plans. We also provide a 24/7 response

regional associates and risk specialists operating in

line for clients should an emergency take place.

the field to provide real-time intelligence.

■ Political Forecasts and Electoral Analysis
Elections and political instability can radically transform
operating environments overnight. HRL uses a combination

SERVICES
■ Country and Regional Reports
HRL’s analysts produce a range of country and region-

of local sources and political expertise to identify and
analyse the risk associated with politics and elections.

specific reports, supported by a comprehensive
understanding of foreign operating environments.

BENEFITS

Our experts analyse the current and future political
landscape, the socio-economic environment and

■ Macro- and micro-level analysis supported by local
sources and intelligence

regional relationships to determine a client’s risk

■ Bespoke reporting

exposure and to offer recommendations in support of a
client’s strategic and operational decision-making.
■ Security and Threat Assessments
Accurate and up-to-date assessments on regional,
national and micro level threats, including civil unrest,
political risk, crime, kidnap and natural hazards.

■ Qualitative analysis supported by HRL’s unique
objective and quantifiable Risk Rating Mechanism
■ Relevant and useful security, travel and risk mitigation
advice
■ Value added through anticipation, analysis and
recommendations for operational and strategic readers

■ Risk Analysis
Our unique Risk Rating Mechanism provides a
quantitative measure of risk specific to regions, countries
or sectors, which is supplemented with qualitative
analysis and intelligence from local sources.
■ Travel Advisory
HRL offers pre-trip advice including analysis of the current

CONTACT
If you have any questions or would like to receive more
information on any of the services outlined above then
please e-mail insight@hendersonrisk.com with your
query or call us on +44 (0) 207 730 5446.

risk and recommendations on risk management, which
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